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Abstract

In this paper, we develop a software-defined radio (SDR)-based teleoperating cyber-physical system (CPS) for disaster
environment exploration, named AVATARS, which includes a telerobot and a teleoperator. The telerobot of AVATARS
can be sent into some dangerous or inaccessible disaster environments for search and rescue tasks. Assisted by the
environment information collected by the telerobot, the teleoperator can have a better understanding of the
detected disaster environment, and the telerobot can be teleoperated more precisely to accomplish tasks effectively.
Wireless communications play a vital role for AVATARS to guarantee its flexibility and scalability. To support reliable
wireless transmission and real-time wireless teleoperation, we design an efficient and reliable wireless link to enhance
the effective throughput of AVATARS. In the link, wireless communication efficiency is improved by using the packets
pipelining and accumulative acknowledgement strategy based on the traditional stop-and-wait ARQ protocol.
Sequentially, cognitive radio techniques are explored, and an adaptive channel switching mechanism is proposed to
mitigate channel interferences in the crowded ISM band. Furthermore, three different kinds of control information are
integrated into a single acknowledgement (ACK) packet to reduce communication overhead. The wireless link is
implemented on SDR platforms, and extensive experiments under different conditions are carried out to evaluate its
performance. The effective throughput of AVATARS can be enhanced more than four times compared with the
traditional stop-and-wait ARQ protocol. We also present a video demo to show the powerful and interesting
performance of AVATARS.
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1 Introduction
Teleoperating cyber-physical system (CPS) is a coordi-
nated robotic system with autonomous motion control,
local computations, and wireless communications [1].
This kind of system usually includes one or many teler-
obots and a teleoperator. The telerobot is a device that
has autonomous work ability and can also be controlled
remotely by a teleoperator through human operation. The
teleoperating CPS is able to meet sudden and temporary
requirements for exploration and rescue tasks in accidents
and disasters [2, 3]. For example, three species of teler-
obots were used at the World Trade Center (WTC) 9/11
disaster to actively explore the rubble of the building and
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inspect the building foundations [4]. However, there is a
gap between the wealth of distributed information cap-
tured by multiple robots and the understanding of the
unknown physical situation of the disaster environment.
Wireless communications within robots and between
robots and teleoperator are essential to bridge this gap by
locally carrying out computation/configuration and trans-
mitting the required and partially processed data. Thus,
being able to quickly, reliably, and cost effectively trans-
mit the fused data of vision, infrared, sonar sensors, and
other sensors is fundamental for disaster environment
exploration.
In this paper, we develop a software-defined radio

(SDR)-based teleoperating CPS, called AVATARS, for
disaster environment exploration. Here, the name of
AVATARS borrows from video games to represent the
mobile agent (the robot) as an eyeball. We focus on
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designing an efficient and reliable wireless link to support
real-time teleoperation and reliable wireless data trans-
mission between the telerobot and the teleoperator. The
telerobot is functioned with video sensing and sensors
for environment detection and obstacle avoidance. It is
remotely controlled by the teleoperator according to the
analysis of real-time video and other sensor information.
Based on SDR technologies and platforms, we can imple-
ment the wireless link with adaptive and dynamic adjust-
ment ability by means of software rather than hardware.
It is much flexible to update and upgrade the wireless
communication link using SDR technologies according
to the actual communication environment. Moreover, we
can design and implement the wireless link to achieve the
specific goals of our specific teleoperating CPS with SDR
technologies.

Design Goals: The design of AVATARS focuses on an
efficient and reliable wireless link between the telerobot
and the teleoperator. AVATARS pursues the following
three design goals: (1) AVATARS is aiming to enable real-
time and reliable data transmission with low-cost SDR
platforms and technologies; (2) AVATARS is trying to
combat the dynamic and unpredictable channel interfer-
ences in the crowded ISM band; and (3) AVATARS is
striving to reduce the communication overhead of control
information induced by controlling robot and switching
channel.

Challenges: Although SDR techniques are low cost and
flexible, the proposing system still faces several challenges.
First, the original data information has a high demand
of communication throughput. However, the communica-
tion throughput of the low-cost SDR platforms is limited
because of many kinds of latencies [5, 6]. Hence, pack-
ets pipelining transmission is proposed to improve the
communication efficiency. Second, it is quite challeng-
ing for wireless communications under the circumstances
of imperfect channels and unreliable links. As a result,
retransmission and acknowledgement (ACK) are neces-
sary. Moreover, wireless communications may be inter-
fered by other wireless radios in the same crowded ISM
band, and the channel reliability is dynamic and unpre-
dictable. It is possible that even the best channel at this
moment is less reliable than any other channels at the pre-
vious or the next moment. In this case, an observation on
link quality is used to decide whether a channel switch-
ing will be taken. Last but not the least, the transmission
of robot control information and channel switching infor-
mation from the teleoperator to the telerobot can con-
sume non-trivial communication throughput. Therefore,
we consider to piggyback these information with each
ACK packet in each round-trip communication.

Contributions: In this study, we present the design,
implementation and evaluation of AVATARS that can
be deployed quickly and flexibly into disaster environ-
ments to obtain different kinds of information. The main
contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

• We design and implement a teleoperating CPS
(AVATARS) used for disaster environment
exploration. It is developed based on SDR platforms
(NI USRP [7] and NI PXI [8]) and a robot. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to rebuild the
USRP with a robot and enhance its communication
throughput for teleoperating CPS.

• In particular, to improve the effective throughput
with low-cost SDR platforms and flexible SDR
technologies, we design an efficient and reliable
wireless link with three communication strategies for
AVATARS. First, AVATARS employs the packets
pipelining and accumulative acknowledgement
strategy based on the traditional stop-and-wait
automatic repeat-request (ARQ) protocol to improve
the communication efficiency. Second, AVATARS
makes use of cognitive radio techniques and adopts
an adaptive channel switching mechanism to mitigate
dynamic and unpredictable channel interferences.
Third, AVATARS integrates three different kinds of
control information into a single ACK packet to
reduce the communication overhead of these
information.

• We experimentally show significant performance
improvement of the proposed communication
strategies over traditional communication
mechanisms. In different experiments, we vary the
window size of packets pipelining, the interference
level, and the different channel switching techniques.
Our results demonstrate that the communication
efficiency can be improved three times and the
effective throughput is improved four times over the
traditional static communication systems.

In the rest of the paper, Section 2 presents a brief back-
ground. The overview is introduced in Section 3, and the
technical details of the proposed wireless link are given in
Section 4. Section 5 provides implementation details and
experimental results. A video demonstration is presented
in Section 6, and conclusions are given in Section 7.

2 Background
In this section, we provide a brief background on our
system, particularly on teleoperating CPS for disaster
environment exploration, strategies about enhancing the
efficiency of low-cost SDR platforms, and ISM band chan-
nel switching.
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Teleoperating CPS: Teleoperating CPS is regarded as an
extension of a human into a disaster environment, pro-
viding real-time video and other sensory data about the
situation. Murphy et al. summarize the basic characteris-
tics of disasters and their impact on robotic design and
describe that the telerobots were actually used in disasters
of past several years [3]. Most of the teleoperating CPS
applications rely on real-time communications for tele-
operation and for enabling the teleoperator to see what
the robot is seeing immediately, although wired commu-
nications are more reliable and have been adopted for the
ground robots [9–11]. However, it is not suitable for aerial
and surface robots. Moreover, the wired communication
can only be used between the telerobot and the teleop-
erator, and its application for multi-robot cooperation is
limited. The wireless communication is a better choice
due to its flexibility and broadcast property. In [12], Li et
al. present a wireless robot teleoperation system based on
the CDMA1X mobile network. The commercial mobile
communication network gets rid of the spacial restriction
and is favorable for wide-area tasks. However, disasters
may degrade or destroy the fixed infrastructures, such as
cellular base stations. Moreover, it is very expensive to use
the dedicated commercial spectrum. In [13], Xue et al.
propose a teleoperation system using Bluetooth for wire-
less communications in the ISM band. Frequency hopping
is used by Bluetooth to avoid random interferences. For
continuous channel interferences, frequency hopping is
not reliable because it cannot avoid interferences smartly
and dynamically. Moreover, the Bluetooth is used for
short-range communications. In this paper, we do not use
commercial networks, but design a reliable wireless link
in the ISM band with the ability to avoid unpredictable
interferences for the AVATARS teleoperating CPS.

SDR: SDR [14] is a technology which facilitates exper-
imentations and practical realizations of cognitive radio
techniques and novel wireless communication systems.
Baldini et al. designed an emergency communication sys-
tem based on SDR to support public protection and
disaster relief operations [15]. Due to its flexibility, the
SDR technology is also widely applied in wireless protocol
design, practical performance evaluation, and prototype
implementation [16].
Since the wireless link is unreliable, ACK and retrans-

mission are necessary to guarantee the reliable data trans-
mission. The stop-and-wait ARQ protocol is a popular
method with ACK and retransmission. It has been widely
used in the wireless standards such as 802.15.4, 802.11.
For the stop-and-wait ARQ protocol, the round-trip time
(RTT) is a key factor to measure the communication effi-
ciency and effective throughput. Nevertheless, the latency
of the USRP SDR platform is measured in [5], and its
impact on throughput in modern wireless protocols is

presented. Software signal processing, data queuing, and
bus transfer delay easily add up to hundreds of millisec-
onds [6]. Therefore, the RTT usually costs tens to hun-
dreds of milliseconds and leads to a low communication
efficiency. Due to this fact, many works are striving to
enhance the performance and efficiency of low-cost SDR
platforms, but still keep their flexibility and simplicity.
Researchers try to shift lower layer (physical and MAC

layers) implementation to FPGA hardware [17–19] to
reduce latencies. However, this approach increases the
complexity and limits the flexibility of developing and
experimenting with new protocols. There are also some
SDR platforms based on either programmable hardware
such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [20] or
embedded digital signal processors (DSPs) [21]. These
platforms can meet the processing and timing require-
ments of high-speed wireless protocols; however, the
implementation on FPGAs andDSPs are time-consuming.
It is not suitable for fast prototyping. Moreover, such
hardware platforms are much more expensive.
To reduce the RTT for the ARQ protocol using the

low-cost SDR platform, an optimized frame transmission
path is designed in [22] by pre-modulating the transmis-
sion frame. In [23], a dedicated spectrum sensing engine
is designed to enhance the sensing speed of a pure soft-
ware implementation of a CSMA-based MAC protocol.
Even the dedicated hardware can improve the perfor-
mance of SDR implementation, there are some additional
hardware costs. In this paper, to overcome the process-
ing delay of the low-cost USRP platform and improve the
communication efficiency, we not only optimize the frame
transmission path as in [22], we also employ the pack-
ets pipelining transmission. Moreover, the transmission
of robot control information and channel switching infor-
mation wastes communication throughput if using the
existing Zigbee or WiFi protocols. However, based on the
USRP platforms, we can piggyback the information with
each ACK packet to improve the effective throughput of
the wireless link further.

ISM band channel switching: Co-channel or adjacent-
channel interference becomes more and more serious in
the ISM band [24, 25] because of the proliferation of wire-
less devices and standardized protocols in this licensed
free band. The conventional static wireless protocols, such
as Zigbee, WiFi, may not guarantee the quality of service
(QoS) requirements for some specific applications under
the complex and dynamic spectrum environment. There
are protocols such as Bluetooth [26] and WirelessHART
[27]. Both adopt channel hopping to avoid channel inter-
ferences in the ISM band. Nevertheless, the hopping
pattern is fixed and it cannot be updated according to
the communication environment. Moreover, both proto-
cols require critical time synchronization, which brings
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extra costs and overheads. An adaptive channel allocation
scheme is proposed in [28], which allows Zigbee nodes
under significant interferences to switch to new channels
with less collisions. To minimize the effect of WiFi inter-
ferences to Zigbee nodes, an interference detection and
avoidance strategy is proposed in [29], which selects the
channel that is least likely to have interferences. Parame-
ters, such as link quality indicator (LQI) [30] and packet
deliver ratio (PDR) [31], are used as metrics for channel
switching. However, they are not directly related to inter-
ferences. In this paper, combined with packets pipelining
transmission, we measure the packet loss probability in
each communication round to detect the interference.
Only after the packet loss probability obviously increases,
the system starts spectrum sensing and then dynamically
accesses the best channel in its vicinity. We make use
of the cognitive radio idea in the crowded ISM band,
adopt an adaptive channel switching mechanism in the
wireless link to avoid channel interferences, and improve
communication reliability.

3 Overview of AVATARS
In this section, we give an overview of AVATARS, includ-
ing system blocks, system states and system metrics.

3.1 System blocks
The overview of AVATARS is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of a telerobot and a teleoperator. The telerobot includes

Fig. 1 The overview of AVATARS

a mobile robot and a USRP. The onboard computer on
the robot connects the USRP through a gigabit ethernet
and operates the movement of robot through a serial port.
The teleoperator implemented on NI PXI consists of three
components including an RF signal analyzer (RFSA), an
RF signal generator (RFSG), and an embedded controller,
which is a general computer used for signal processing and
user interaction.
The telerobot explores the unknown disaster environ-

ment, acquires the environment information, including
video information, infrared sensor and ultrasonic sensor
information. In this paper, only video information is trans-
mitted to the teleoperator using our designed wireless
link, since it is the most challenging one. However, it is
easy to extend our system to transmit different kinds of
information. The telerobot moves around according to the
commands of the teleoperator. On the other side, the tele-
operator is used to display the video information acquired
by the telerobot to end users and send control commands
to the telerobot. As shown in Fig. 1, wireless communi-
cations between the telerobot and teleoperator may face
severe unknown interferences in the ISM band. Hence,
it is challenging to transmit the information reliably and
quickly, and it is also demanding to control the teler-
obot precisely and timely under the interferences using
conventional static protocols.

3.2 System states
The stop-and-wait ARQ protocol has been widely used
in the wireless standards such as 802.11, 802.15.4. The
wireless link of these standards cannot adaptively adjust
the communication channel according to the channel reli-
ability. Figure 2 shows an efficient and reliable wireless
link with an adaptive adjustment ability. Different from
the state transition of the traditional static wireless link,
the yellow color states are added to analyze the com-
munication environment and adjust the communication
parameters according to the analysis results as shown
in Fig. 2. Moreover, a synchronization state is neces-
sary to avoid the link failure due to channel-switching
mismatch.

Fig. 2 State transition of AVATARS. a States transition of telerobot, b
States transition of teleoperator
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Figure 2(a) shows the five states of telerobot transmitter
and state transition among them. The first state is INI (ini-
tialization). In this state, the telerobot initializes system
parameters according to pre-configurations. After initial-
ization, it transfers to the UT (uplink transmission) state,
where the telerobot begins to acquire the video informa-
tion and transmit the packets using packets pipelining
strategy. After continuously transmitting several packets
in a round, it enters into theWait-ACK state to wait for the
ACK from the teleoperator receiver. There are three dif-
ferent possibilities after the Wait-ACK state. If the ACK is
received successfully during the given time, the telerobot
will transfer to the AD (adjustment) state, where it adjusts
the communication channel, prepares the lost packets,
and makes movements according to the ACK packet. If
the ACK times out, the AD state will form the retrans-
mitted packets with the whole packets of the last round
and ignore the channel adjustment and robot movement.
For the third case, if the telerobot does not receive any
ACK after retransmitting the packets R rounds, it will
enter into the SYN (synchronization) state; this state will
be explained later.
Along with the state transition of the telerobot, the

six states and transition relationship of the teleoperator
are shown in Fig. 2(b). In the wait-data state, if packets
are successfully received, the teleoperator will enter into
the AN (analysis) state, checking the received packets,
monitoring the link quality, analyzing the communica-
tion channels, and generating the corresponding ACK
packet. Then, the ACK is transmitted in the DT (down-
link transmission) state. The teleoperator also adjusts the
communication channel in the AD state. In the wait-data
state, if the teleoperator does not receive any data for a
time period Ts, it will also transfer to the SYN state.
Let us discuss the SYN state. Although we use the adap-

tive channel switching mechanism to avoid interferences,
the link failure is sometimes unavoidable due to channel
interferences or ACK lost. If the link failure happens, the
teleoperator and telerobot will switch to different chan-
nels and fail to communicate with each other. To address
this, AVATARS introduces a SYN state that devices enter
into when they detect a link failure. In the SYN state,
devices communicate on a dedicated narrow-band chan-
nel to exchange the channel switching information. Then
both devices enter into the AD state to adjust the commu-
nication channel according to the shared information.

3.3 Systemmetrics
In this paper, we focus on wireless communications
between the telerobot and teleoperator, and try to improve
the communication efficiency and effective throughput
using different strategies in the wireless link. The commu-
nication efficiency of wireless link is defined similarly as
in [22, 32] as

η = M ∗ Tpacket
RTT

(1)

where RTT is the round-trip time. It is also the total
time cost from the beginning of M packets transmission
to the end of decoding the ACK packet. M is the win-
dow size (number of packets) in each transmission round.
For the traditional stop-and-wait ARQ protocol, M =
1. However, for the packets pipelining and accumulative
acknowledgement strategy proposed in this paper, we can
set M flexibly. Tpacket is the transmission time of each
packet and Tpacket = L/V , where L is the length of each
packet in bits and V is the data rate. Moreover, combined
with the reliability of each packet transmission [33], the
effective throughput of AVATARS is defined as follows

Eput = M ∗ (1 − Pe) ∗ L
RTT

(2)

where Pe is the lost probability of each packet. Eput can
also be regarded as the average throughput of the M
packets transmission in each round.

4 Wireless link design
In this section, we present the technical details of an
efficient and reliable wireless link design. In the wireless
link, the packets pipelining and accumulative acknowl-
edgement strategy is proposed based on the traditional
ARQ protocol to improve the communication efficiency.
Second, the cognitive radio idea is utilized, and an adap-
tive channel switchingmechanism is employed tomitigate
dynamic interferences and improve the reliability of trans-
mission. At last, the integration design of the ACK packet
reduces the overhead of control information exchange and
improves the efficiency and throughput further.

4.1 Packets pipelining and accumulative
acknowledgement

As we know the wireless link is unreliable, the acknowl-
edgement and retransmission are necessary to guar-
antee the communication quality. However, per-packet
acknowledgement of the traditional stop-and-wait, ARQ
mechanism reduces the efficiency of communication
because of frequent acknowledgement overhead. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), the RTT of the stop-and-wait ARQ
mechanism consists of five components in each round-
trip communication. The turnaround time (Ttd) is the
switching delay from the receiving to the transmitting
state. The packet and the ACK time (Tpacket ,Tack) are
the transmission time of a packet and an ACK given a
specified transmission speed, respectively. The LIFS time
(TLIFS) is the processing delay of each packet, and the SIFS
time (TSIFS) is the processing delay of the ACK.
Due to the switching and processing delay of the USRP

platform [5, 6, 18, 22], the RTT for a single packet
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Fig. 3 Time cost of a round-trip communication. a Round-trip time
constitution of the traditional stop-and-wait ARQ protocol. b Round-trip
time constitution of the packets pipelining and accumulative
acknowledgement strategy

transmission easily adds up to tens and hundreds of mil-
liseconds, which lead to a low communication efficiency.
Figure 3(b) shows details of the packets pipelining and
accumulative acknowledgment strategy adopted in the
wireless link. The telerobot transmitter continues to send
a number of packets specified by the window size M in
a pipelined way. The teleoperator receiver captures and
processes the packets in a concurrent way to improve
efficiency. After processing all packets in the round, the
teleoperator will then acknowledge the telerobot with an
accumulative ACK to reduce the overhead.
Due to the processing delay of software implementation

on the SDR platform, TLIFS is usually larger than Tpacket .
Thus based on the time components in Fig. 3, the RTT can
be obtained as follows

RTT = Ttd + Tpacket + M ∗ TLIFS + Tack + TSIFS (3)

Note that the communication efficiency η is calculated
through (1) and is related to each parameter in (3). We can
optimize the communication efficiency by transmitting
packets with different sizes [34] or reducing the process-
ing time of each packet with FPGA implementation. In
this paper, we focus on increasing with the window size
M to improve the communication efficiency. However,
the window size cannot be set too large because of two
reasons. First, additional buffers are needed at both trans-
mitter and receiver. The telerobot transmitter requires
a buffer of size M to store the previous round packets
until they are successfully delivered, and the teleopera-
tor receiver needs a buffer size larger than M to reorder
the disordered receiving packets. Second, the retrans-
mission delay of each lost packet is proportional to the
window size M. Hence, the window size M should not be
chosen arbitrarily due to the tradeoffs among the com-
munication efficiency, the additional buffer cost, and the
retransmission delay of the lost packets.
Since the lost packets cannot be retransmitted imme-

diately, the sequences of receiving packets may be out

of order. We design a special store-and-fetch method to
reorder the receiving packets. As shown in Fig. 4, there is a
circular buffer to store the receiving packets, and its length
Bl is larger than window sizeM. Each element in the buffer
consists of two parts, one part is a flag to indicate the
validity of each packet and the other part is the effective
data of each packet. The successfully received packets will
be stored into the circular buffer with the corresponding
flag being set true. However, the corrupted packets will
be discarded and the corresponding buffer will be empty.
Each packet has a unique number Pn, and the store posi-
tion in the buffer is calculated by Pn mod Bl, which is
the remainder between the packet number and the buffer
length.
The fetch process is conducted parallel with the store

process. Each correct packet is fetched out of the buffer
sequentially, and the flag is set to false after the corre-
sponding packet being fetched out. Once the fetch process
moves to a position with the false flag, it stops and waits
for retransmission of the lost packets. The lost packets will
be retransmitted at the beginning of the next communi-
cation round. Because of the unique packet number, the
false packets will be stored into the right positions of the
buffer, where the fetch process is waiting for them.
Figure 4 is a simple example; the window size M = 5

and the buffer length Bl = 15. The fourth packet (num-
ber 3 in Fig . 4) of the first communication round does not
pass cyclic redundancy check (CRC). Hence in Fig. 4(a),
the fourth flag is false and the flags of other four are true.
Figure 4(b) is the fetch process, and the correct packets
are fetched out until the fourth packet. After fetching the
corresponding packet, the fetch process sets the flag to
false and records the fetch position . In Fig. 4(c), there is a

Fig. 4 Reorder the receiving packets. a Store process with one lost
packet. b Fetch process with waiting for the lost packet. c Store
process with the lost packet retransmission. d Fetch process with all
correct packets fetched out
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new transmission round with the false packet retransmis-
sion, and in Fig. 4(d), the fetch process fetches all correct
packets.

4.2 Adaptive channel switching
Co-channel or adjacent channel interference is a seri-
ous problem in the crowded ISM band [24, 25], and it
reduces the effective throughput of the system severely.
The wireless link may be blocked due to unpredictable
channel interferences. Hence, we adopt an adaptive chan-
nel switching strategy to avoid dynamic and unpredictable
interferences. Combining with the packets pipelining and
accumulative acknowledgement strategy, the teleoperator
will monitor the link quality and make a decision about
channel switching based on packets check results Pe in
each communication round. If Pe < ε, here ε is a given
threshold, the spectrum sensing and channel switching
event will not be triggered. On the other hand, if Pe > ε

in a transmission round, the teleoperator will scan each
channel, measure the interference power in each channel,
and then select the cleanest channel. Obviously, the design
of the threshold for channel switching is very important.
In this paper, we set the threshold according to the link
reliability without channel interference. It can be obtained
through the wireless link test and evaluation. The chan-
nel switching information will be integrated into the ACK
packet and shared with the telerobot. The event trig-
gered sensing and switching mechanism can also avoid
unnecessary sensing and switching overheads.
Through the adaptive channel switching mechanism,

the unwanted channel interference can be mitigated and
the packet loss probability (Pe) can be reduced immedi-
ately. As a result, the communication effective throughput
can be improved greatly.

4.3 Integration design of ACK
There are two types of control messages (packets check
results and channel switching message) needed to be
transmitted from the teleoperator to the telerobot. More-
over, the teleoperator needs to control the movements
of the telerobot in an unknown environment. Hence, the
movement message is also needed to be transmitted from
the teleoperator to the telerobot. To reduce the trans-
mission cost of these control information, three kinds of
control messages are integrated into a single ACK packet.
The structure of the proposed ACK packet is shown in

Fig. 5. The preamble sequence enables the telerobot to
achieve symbol synchronization. The check sequence is

Fig. 5 Structure of an ACK packet

used to verify the validity of the ACK packet. Each kind
of control messages contains 16 bits. The packets check
results bit is a boolean map to indicate the validity of
each packet in a communication round. The first bit of
the channel switching message indicates whether chan-
nel switching is necessary, and the remaining bits indicate
the preferred switching channel. Similarly, the first bit
of the robot movement message indicates whether there
is a movement command sent by the teleoperator, and
the remaining bits indicate the shared movement com-
mand. Using the integration design of the ACK packet, we
not only reduce the exchange overheads of control infor-
mation but also improve the effective throughput of the
system.

4.4 A unified software program flow
Although three different strategies are designed to solve
different challenges, we can combine these strategies into
a unified software program flow as shown in Fig. 6.
The yellow-colored blocks illustrate the packets pipelining
transmission, the blue colored blocks show the adaptive
channel switching strategy, and the purple colored blocks
present the integration design of the ACK packet. The
unified purpose of the three strategies is to increase the
effective throughput of the wireless link. Each strategy is
closely related with each other. From the different col-
ored blocks in Fig. 6, we can see the correlations of the
three strategies. First, the packets pipelining transmission
strategy relies on the ACK packet to delivery the packets
check results. Second, for the adaptive channel switching
mechanism, the link quality is judged by the packets check
results of the packets pipelining transmission in each com-
munication round. Finally, the integration design of the
ACK strategy includes the packets check results, the chan-
nel switching message, and the movement message in a
single packet to reduce communication overheads.

5 Implementations and experimental results
We first implement a prototype based on the SDR plat-
forms NI PXI and USRP to demonstrate the feasibility of
our proposed wireless link with the packets pipelining and
accumulative acknowledgement strategy and the adap-
tive channel switching mechanism. Moreover, we also
implement the AVATARS with the SDR platforms and an
autonomous robot, and all proposed strategies are imple-
mented in the system. In this section, we will show our
implementation details and experimental results.

5.1 Packets pipelining and accumulative
acknowledgement

5.1.1 Implementation
As shown in Fig. 7, the prototype system consists of a
USRP as the transmitter and a PXI platform with RFSA
and RFSG as the receiver. The interference nodes are not
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Fig. 6 Software program flow of AVATARS. The left side is the software program flow of telerobot, and the right side is the soft program flow of
teleoperator

activated in this evaluation. The USRP device and PXI
platform are connected to computers which run the pro-
gram to evaluate the packets pipelining and accumulative
acknowledgement strategy.We configure the power of the
transmitter so that wireless link maintains 10% or less
packet loss when there is no channel interference present.
The system parameters are shown in Table 1. The bit rate
is configured as 250 kb/s with QPSK modulation, and the
carrier frequency is selected as 2.45GHz. The number of
bits L in a packet is 4325 bits with 4096 bits payload length.
We evaluate the communication efficiency η with differ-
ent window size M. For each specific window size, each
experiment takes 50 s and is repeated five times, thus we
count successfully delivered packets during the 50 s to
obtain the communication efficiency.

Fig. 7 Prototype system. A prototype system to evaluate the benefits
of the packets pipelining and accumulative acknowledgement
strategy and the adaptive channel switching mechanism

5.1.2 Experimental results
According to the bit rate and packet size, the packet
transmission time (Tpacket) is 17.3ms, and the ACK trans-
mission time (Tack) is approximate 1ms. Due to the pro-
cessing delay of the SDR platform, the processing time
of the packet (TLIFS) and ACK (TSIFS) are approximately
30ms and 5ms, respectively. However, the turnaround
delay (Ttd) is almost 55ms because of the delay of the
USRP driver.
Figure 8 shows the communication efficiency versus dif-

ferent window sizes in a round-trip communication. We

Table 1 Hardware configuration and link parameters

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency 2.45 GHz

Sampling rate 2 Msample/s

Channel bandwidth 125 KHz

Bit rate (R) 250 bits/s

Modulation scheme QPSK

Channel number 3

Packet size (L) 4325 bits

Max transmission power 10 dBm

Max range 50 m

Tpacket 17.3 ms

Tack 1 ms

TLIFS 30 ms

TSIFS 5 ms

Ttd 55 ms

Tswitch 10 ms

Tsensing 4.5 ms
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Fig. 8 Communication efficiency vs. window size in a round-trip communication

observe that the communication efficiency increases obvi-
ously with the window size augments. Especially, when
the window size M is less than 5, the growth tends to
be linear and rapid. However, when M is larger than 7,
the growth speed is slowed down. To reduce additional
buffer costs and the retransmission delay of lost packets,
we set the maximum window size in our system to be
10. Based on Fig. 8, we can also observe that the com-
munication efficiency is less than 0.5, which is limited by
the turnaround time cost in a round-trip communication.
For the traditional stop-and-wait ARQ protocol, the com-
munication efficiency is approximately 0.15. By using the
packets pipelining and accumulative acknowledgement
strategy, the communication efficiency can be improved
more than 3 times than the traditional stop-and-wait ARQ
protocol.

5.2 Adaptive channel switching
5.2.1 Implementation
The interference nodes are activated to evaluate the bene-
fits of the adaptive channel switching strategy adopted in
the system. The interference power is about 5 dBm, and
the interference has an obvious effect on the packet loss
probability of the link. Other two common strategies are
also evaluated to compare the performance. One of them
is the no-channel-switching strategy, which means the
communication channel remains unchanged even under
interferences. The other is the fixed-channel-switching
strategy, which is employed by the Bluetooth protocol [26]
and WirelessHART [27] standard. The communication
channel will change according to a given pattern.
We evaluate the effective throughput of different chan-

nel switching strategies with different interference levels.
When the interference is present, the packet loss proba-
bility (Pe) will obviously increase. The interference level is
a ratio between the time duration that interference nodes
transmit on the channel and the total time consumption

of each experiment. There are three channels and three
interference nodes in each experiment. Each interference
node is set to interfere a dedicated channel. The time
instant when the interference node appears on its channel
is random and independent. Each experiment lasts 50 sec-
onds and is repeated 5 times. We still count the correctly
transmitted packets to obtain the effective throughput
of different channel switching strategies. The transmitter
and receiver may enter the SYN state due to channel inter-
ferences, we set the synchronization parameters R = 3
and Ts = 500ms in these experiments.

5.2.2 Experimental results
Figure 9 shows effective throughput versus different inter-
ference levels with different channel switching strategies.
We only present the performance of window size M = 1
and M = 10 for simplicity. At first, we observe that
the effective throughput is consistent with the commu-
nication efficiency when there is no interference. When
M = 1, the effective throughput is close to 0.15 times of
the transmission bit rate, and for M = 10, it is close to
0.5. Second, by comparing the results in Fig. 9(a, b), the
effective throughput greatly improves by using the packets
pipelining and accumulative strategy. Third, the adap-
tive channel switching strategy always performs the best
when dealing with channel interferences. Especially when
the interference level at each channel is relatively low
(less than 0.3), the effective throughput nearly keeps the
same level as no channel interference exists. However, for
the other two channel switching strategies, the effective
throughput deceases linearly even if the interference level
is low. Finally, it is quite interesting that the fixed-channel-
switching strategy performs the worst among all. This
is due to the following two reasons. First, the hardware
takes several milliseconds to finish the channel-switching-
process. Therefore, the fixed-channel-switching strategy
performs worse than the no-channel-switching strategy
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Fig. 9 Effective throughput versus interference level with different channel switching strategies. aWindow sizeM = 1 in a communication round
and it also represent traditional stop-and-wait ARQ protocol. bWindow sizeM = 10 in a communication round

when no channel interference appears on each chan-
nel. Nevertheless, the adaptive channel-switching strategy
does not bring any extra switching cost and performs as
well as the no-channel-switching strategy when no inter-
ference exists. Second, the fixed-channel-switching pol-
icy may always experience channel interferences because
the interference appears on each channel randomly and
independently. It cannot avoid the channel interference
intelligently as the adaptive channel switching strategy
does.
In summary, we prove that the adaptive channel-

switching strategy not only avoids channel interferences
smartly, but also avoids unnecessary channel-switching
cost when no interference appears. Hence, the effective
throughput can be improved greatly when we combined
the packets pipelining and adaptive channel switching
strategies together in the communications.

5.3 AVATARS
5.3.1 Implementation
Figure 10 shows the hardware structure of the telerobot
and the whole AVATARS. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the teler-
obot consists of a USRP and an autonomous robot with
a camera on it. In this paper, we only transmit the video
information to the teleoperator. An onboard computer on
the robot connects the USRP through a gigabit ethernet
and operates the movements of the robot through a serial
port.
According to Fig. 10(b), the system includes a telerobot

and a teleoperator. The teleoperator is the PXI platform
with three components. The RF signal analyzer is used for
receiving signal, and the RF signal generator is used for
transmitting signal. The Quad-core embedded controller
is a general computer used for signal processing and user
interaction.

Fig. 10 Hardware implementation of telerobot and AVATARS. a Hardware implementation of telerobot. b Hardware implementation of the whole
AVATARS
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The AVATARS experiments are conducted in the build-
ing of SEIEE of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. We put the
teleoperator and the telerobot in two different offices and
the maximum communication range is about 50 m using
the transmission power 10 dBm. In the two offices, there
are lots of obstacles to mimic the disaster environment
and the wireless communication is non line of sight. There
are three interference nodes in the two offices to transmit
signals randomly and independently.
The AVATARS works in the following steps. First, the

teleoperator and the telerobot initialize the system param-
eters according to the configuration. The major param-
eters are the window size M, bit rate, carrier frequency
and channel list. Then the telerobot begins to acquire the
video frame through the camera, and encode the data into
bits stream. The bits of each frame are attached with head
bits and tail bits to synchronize each frame. Each frame
is packed into several packets. After the QPSK modula-
tion, the packets will be transmitted through the USRP
using the packets pipelining and accumulative acknowl-
edgement strategy in each communication round. The
teleoperator receives and processes the packets, gener-
ates the packets check results and monitors link quality.
The adaptive channel switching mechanism is used to
determine the channel switching message. The teleop-
erator can also generate the robot movement message
according to the user input. A single ACK packet inte-
grating three kinds of control information is transmitted
to the telerobot at the end of each communication round.
The teleoperator and telerobot adjust the communication
channel according to the channel switching message. The
telerobot also adjusts themovements of robot and the new
transmission packets according to the ACK packet.
By using the hardware as shown in Fig. 10 and imple-

menting all software algorithms on the SDR platforms, we
evaluate the video transmission rate of the AVATARS ver-
sus different interference levels with different strategies.

5.3.2 Experimental results
Figure 11 shows the video transmission rate versus differ-
ent interference levels with different strategies. The size
of each video frame is approximately 15 kbits. The teler-
obot generates a steady stream of traffic according to the
throughput of the wireless link. More video frames will be
captured and encoded if the effective throughput of the
wireless link is high. Otherwise, the telerobot reduces the
captured frames. We can see the video transmission rate
is improved more than three times by using the packets
pipelining and accumulative acknowledgement strategy.
However, without the adaptive channel switching strat-
egy, the video transmission rate decreases obviously even
with a low level of interferences. By combining these two
strategies, the video transmission rate increases almost
four times even with heavy interferences. Moreover, the
integration design of the ACK packet also contributes a lot
to increase the transmission speed of AVATARS.

6 Video demo of AVATARS
We demonstrate AVATARS in a video. There are three
parts in the demo12. The first part is the background
introduction. In the second part, we implement the
AVATARS using a simulated robot of LABVIEWRobotics.
As shown in the demo, the simulated robot can be con-
trolled by the PXI teleoperator to accomplish dedicated
movements or automatic movements. The video infor-
mation of unknown environments can be captured by
the camera on the robot and be transmitted through the
USRP to the PXI teleoperator. The received wireless sig-
nal is processed to recover the video image to end users.
There are two interference nodes in the demo. When
the communication channel of the system is jammed,
the link is interrupted and video transmission is blocked.
After enabling the adaptive channel switching strategy,
the video transmission link establishes again immediately.
When we set up the other interference node, the system
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Fig. 11 Video transmission rate versus interference level with different strategies
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can switch to another clean channel smoothly and reliably.
The last part of the demo is a practical implementation
of the AVATARS. We adopt a practical robot and rebuilt
it with the USRP. In the demo, the telerobot can be con-
trolled by the PXI teleoperator and the video information
can be transmitted to display to the end users.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we design and implement a SDR-based tele-
operating CPS (AVATARS). The AVATARS is flexible and
can be deployed quickly to obtain the environment infor-
mation of emergent and dangerous environments. The
detected information is useful to achieve precise percep-
tion of the unknown disaster environment. An efficient
and reliable wireless link is designed and three strategies
are proposed in the link to support reliable wireless com-
munications and real-time wireless teleoperations. First,
the packets pipelining and accumulative acknowledge-
ment strategy is employed to improve the communication
efficiency. Second, an adaptive channel switching mech-
anism is adopted to mitigate channel interferences and
enhance the effective throughput. Finally, we integrate
three types of control information into a single ACK
packet to reduce the communication overhead. A pro-
totype system is developed to evaluate the performance
of the proposed strategies. Different results are obtained
through many experiments, and the results demonstrate
the efficiency and benefits of our proposed mechanism.
Convincing performance and vivid demonstration of the
AVATARS are presented through a video demo.

Endnotes
1http://youtu.be/kGrZHHHfwaY?list=

UUlaPNFMocZmqY9Wa-7SBeCA
2http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNzgxNzM2NTYw.

html
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